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The topic of this chapter is the forged epistolary exchange between Basil of Cae-
sarea (329/330–79) and Libanius of Antioch (314–93). The supposed epistolary 
exchange between both men consists, in modern editions, of 26 letters. Of these, 
the first 21 were transmitted together, and in a largely fixed order.2 The last five 
letters, on the other hand, seem to have been added to this original corpus at a 
later stage,3 and will therefore be of lesser concern to me here.
In modern scholarship on these letters, the focus has been almost exclusively 
on the question of authenticity of the individual letters. In 1730, Prudence 
Maran started the debate by questioning the authenticity of two letters,4 and 
since then doubts have been raised concerning the other letters as well.5 The 
majority of scholars today, especially those working on Libanius, consider the 
whole epistolary exchange spurious. Some scholars – mainly, but not exclusively, 
working on Basil – disagree, and hold some, and by extension more or all of the 
letters, to be genuine. An excellent overview of the history of the debate and 
the arguments at play in it can be found in Nesselrath (2010). As a result of his 
analysis, Nesselrath comes to the conclusion that all of the 21 letters are spurious. 
Yet even if some of them were to be genuine, the collection as a whole – that is, 
the group of 21 letters taken together – is clearly a forgery.6
For many scholars, the observation that these are not genuine letters is the 
endpoint of research: if these letters are forgeries, then they cannot teach us any-
thing about the historical figures of Basil and Libanius. The forgery as a whole 
can, however, teach us a lot about the reception of Basil and Libanius, as well as 
about the relation between education and religion in Late Antiquity. Richard 
Foerster and Heinz-Günther Nesselrath have already observed, for example, 
that these letters document a close relationship between Basil and Libanius, 
and suggested that the main point of the forgery is to sanction Basil’s rhetorical 
superiority through an admission of defeat by Libanius.7
Taking my cue from these comments about the aim and point of the forgery, 
I leave aside the debate about authenticity and examine, instead, the techniques, 
contents and effects of the forgery.8 In order to do so, I shall not limit myself to 
discussing individual letters, but read the collection as a literary composition in 
its own right.9 In the first section of this chapter, I examine the origins of the 
forgery: when and how, and by what kind of person were these letters written? 
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After that, I turn to the contents of the forgery: how are Basil and Libanius 
characterised, and what point is thus being made? In the third section, I look at 
the effect generated by the forgery. We are, indeed, extremely fortunate in hav-
ing a late antique witness to how this letter collection was being read. Finally, 
whilst education and religion will be implicitly present throughout the chapter, 
the conclusion will explicitly reflect upon what this forgery tells us about the 
topic of this book.
Searching for the Forger
Whilst forgeries by definition do not disclose their author’s identity, the forgery 
itself as well as other late antique texts enables us to form a quite precise idea 
of the origins of this text. First, there are several indications as to the milieu in 
which this forgery originated. Of the 21 letters in the collection, 17 are forger-
ies stricto sensu:10 they are texts written from scratch by a forger, but under the 
names of Basil and Libanius. In many of these cases, there are no specific refer-
ences to any of the genuine letters of Basil or Libanius, and even several linguistic 
and conceptual errors that, upon careful examination, clearly show them to be 
forgeries.11 In a few cases, however, the forger clearly did his best to make these 
letters look like real Basilean or Libanian letters,12 for example by referring to 
specific people and situations that are familiar from Basil’s or Libanius’ episto-
lary collections.13 An even more explicit reference to genuine letters of Libanius 
can be found in Letters 15 and 16, supposedly written by Libanius and Basil 
respectively, which start with the same words as the genuine Libanian letters 590 
and 592.14 At the same time, Letter 16 also contains a verbatim quotation from 
Basil’s Letter 48, as well as from Gregory Nazianzen’s Letter 4, which, incidentally, 
is addressed to Basil.15 The forger was thus well acquainted with the letters of 
not only Libanius and Basil, but also of Basil’s fellow Cappadocian Gregory of 
Nazianzus. This suggests that he was a well-read person, especially in the field 
of epistolography, and probably a Christian, given his interest in Christian letters 
alongside pagan ones.
This impression is confirmed in the four letters in the collection that are fal-
sifications rather than forgeries in the sense that they re-use existing letters, with 
only some minor changes, and attribute them to Basil and Libanius.16 Letter 9 
is actually the first paragraph of a letter Libanius addressed to Julian, in which 
Libanius praises Julian for the exceptional rhetorical qualities of the letter he had 
received from him. By replacing the address to Julian with an address to Basil, 
the forger transfers Libanius’ rhetorical praise from one of late antique Christi-
anity’s arch-enemies to one of its main proponents. Apart from the fact that the 
version to Basil is shorter than the one to Julian, the replacement of țȡİ઀ĲĲȠȣȢ 
with țȡİ઀ııȠȣȢ, whereas Libanius in all of his oeuvre prefers the former over 
the latter, clearly shows that the version found in the epistolary exchange is 
a falsification. Significantly, the forger, when re-addressing the letter to Basil, 
took over only its first half, thus leaving out the admiration for one of Libanius’ 
speeches which Libanius referred to in the second half of his original letter to 
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Julian. The three other falsifications, on the other hand, were taken not from 
the letters of Libanius or Basil, but from the epistolary collection of yet another 
Cappadocian,17 Gregory of Nyssa: Letter 8, from Basil to Libanius, is Gregory’s 
Letter 28.1–3 to an unknown recipient; and Letters 13 and 14, which belong 
together, are abbreviated versions of Gregory’s Letters 26 and 27. In Gregory’s 
collection, these letters are exchanged between Gregory as a bishop and the 
sophist Stagirius. If the parallel with the relation between the bishop Basil and 
the sophist Libanius is clear, the borrowing from Gregory confirms that our 
forger had an interest not only in Basil’s and Libanius’ letters, but also in those 
of Gregory of Nyssa.
This Cappadocian connection is all the more interesting as Letters 13 and 14 
of Gregory of Nyssa are addressed to Libanius.18 In Letter 13.4 Gregory claims 
that Basil was, at one point, Libanius’ student.19 It is not entirely certain whether 
this letter is genuine or a forgery too. If genuine and addressed to Libanius of 
Antioch, as most scholars seem to assume,20 then it may have provided an impor-
tant, maybe even the decisive, clue to our forger,21 especially since the first letter 
of Libanius in our collection (Letter 2) explicitly refers to Basil’s school days in 
Constantinople, by far the most probable place where a meeting between Basil 
and Libanius would have taken place.22 If, on the other hand, Gregory’s letter 
to Libanius was also forged, then what exactly is the relationship between both 
forgeries? Was the letter ascribed to Gregory based on the supposed epistolary 
exchange between Basil and Libanius, or was it the other way round? Or did 
one and the same person forge both?23 The answer to these questions will prob-
ably never be known.24 But we do know that in 439 Socrates of Constantinople 
states for a fact that Basil, as well as Gregory Nazianzen, studied with Libanius in 
Antioch. As a medieval scholiast already pointed out in the margins of Socrates’ 
Church History, it cannot be in Antioch that Basil or, for that matter, Gregory 
studied with Libanius, so Socrates’ account is not entirely trustworthy.25 Nev-
ertheless, given Socrates’ historiographic methodology,26 it seems unlikely that 
he invented the tradition of Basil as a student of Libanius out of the blue. This 
suggests that Gregory’s letter to Libanius, whether genuine or not, and/or the 
forged epistolary exchange between Basil and Libanius, is likely to have been 
circulating by the 430s – that is, less than 50 years after Basil’s and Libanius’ 
deaths.27 If Socrates based himself specifically on our forgery, then 439 is also its 
terminus ante quem; if not, then we have a secure terminus ante quem for our forgery 
in Zacharias Scholasticus’ Life of Severus, which dates from the early sixth century 
and which will be discussed in the last section of this chapter.28
Yet whatever the precise dating of the forgery, our analysis thus far has shown 
that the forger was probably a well-read Christian with a particular interest in 
epistolography and the Cappadocian fathers. The fact that such a man could, 
in the early or late fifth century, write letters in the name and vein of Basil and 
Libanius shows that he had an excellent knowledge of both men’s letters, as 
well as of other late antique epistolary authors. The fact that the forgery was 
not unmasked by his contemporaries might suggest, on the other hand, that 
not everybody had as thorough a knowledge of them. Yet given the fact that it 
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was only in 1730 that the authenticity of the letters was first doubted, thanks 
to the application of rigorous philological analysis, and given the fact that some 
people even today doubt the forged nature of these letters, we should be careful 
to conclude from the lack of unmasking in antiquity that people had but scant 
knowledge of the genuine letters of Libanius and Basil: the very fact that our 
forger thought it worthwhile to write letters under the names of Basil and Liba-
nius, and that he included in his forgery references to real Libanian and Basilean 
letters, suggests that these letters were widely known.
Forging the Characters
Now that we have an idea of the origin of the letters and the techniques of 
the forgery, let us turn to the contents of these letters: what point are they 
making, and how do they try to do this? The most dramatic moment in the 
correspondence occurs in Letter 4, where Libanius recounts how he received a 
letter from Basil, read it and cried out to his friends who were standing by: ‘We 
have been vanquished!’ (ȞİȞȚț੾ȝİșĮ). When his friends ask in what respect 
he has been beaten, and why he is not distressed about his defeat, he replies: 
‘I have been worsted in beauty of epistolary style (ਥȞț੺ȜȜİȚਥʌȚıĲȠȜ૵Ȟ). 
And it is Basil who has gained the upper hand. But the man is dear (ĳ઀ȜȠȢ) 
to me, and on this account I am delighted.’ Libanius is thus made to exclaim 
Basil’s superiority in rhetoric.29 Libanius’ judgement is confirmed not only 
by the assent of his friends in Letter 4, who, after reading Basil’s letter, agree 
that Libanius has indeed been defeated by Basil, but also through repeated 
appraisals of Basil’s letters and orations in both comparative and absolute terms 
throughout the collection.30 As such, then, the collection emphasises Basil’s 
rhetorical superiority, as Nesselrath and Foerster already pointed out. But by 
extension, and at least as importantly, it makes the point that rhetoric is by no 
means the exclusive province of pagans: when it comes to rhetoric, Christians 
are as good as, or even better than, pagans. Rhetoric is, in other words, ‘de-
paganised’: any intrinsic connections with paganism are denied. Yet the very 
fact that the forger introduces Libanius in order to sanction Basil’s qualities, 
and thus substantiate a religiously neutral view of rhetoric, shows how much 
this pagan rhetor was still considered the supreme authority in matters of 
rhetoric in the forger’s own days.
As Libanius himself is also praised for his rhetorical qualities,31 sometimes even 
in remarkably similar terms (਩ȤȦĲ੹ȞȚțȘĲȒȡȚĮ, Letter 20),32 one could think 
that the forgery emphasises the similarities between both characters. Yet whilst 
it indeed confirms that Basil could have become a very successful rhetorician 
like Libanius, it highlights above all the fact that Basil chose to lead a different 
kind of life:
For I . . . not only knew you long ago when you were young, when I saw 
you vying with the old men in sobriety (and that too in the famous city 
which teemed with pleasures!) [sc. Constantinople], and already possessing a 
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great share of eloquence. . . . [Y]ou thought that you should see Athens also 
. . . But when you returned and dwelt in your fatherland, I said to myself: 
‘What is our Basil doing now, and to what mode of life has he turned? Is he 
frequenting the courts, emulating the orators of old? Or is he making orators 
of the sons of wealthy fathers?’ But when there came persons bearing the 
tidings that you were traversing ways of life far better than these, and that 
you were considering how you might become more pleasing to God rather 
than how you could amass wealth, I congratulated both you and the Cap-
padocians, you for wishing to be a man of that kind, and them for being able 
to produce such a citizen.’ (transl. Deferrari 1934, vol. 4, 287–9, modified)
ਥȖઅȖ੹ȡ țĮ੿ʌȐȜĮȚȞȑȠȞ੕ȞĲĮગįȠȪȝȘȞıȦĳȡȠıȪȞૉĲİʌȡઁȢĲȠઃȢ
ȖȑȡȠȞĲĮȢਖȝȚȜȜȫȝİȞȠȞ੒ȡ૵ȞțĮ੿ĲĮ૨ĲĮਥȞਥțİȓȞૉĲૌʌȩȜİȚĲૌĲĮ૙ȢਲįȠȞĮ૙Ȣ
ȕȡȣȠȪıૉțĮ੿ȜȩȖȦȞਵįȘȝȠ૙ȡĮȞțİțĲȘȝȑȞȠȞȝİȖȐȜȘȞધȒșȘȢįİ૙ȞțĮ੿
Ĳ੹ȢਝșȒȞĮȢੁ įİ૙ȞਥʌĮȞȒțȠȞĲȠȢįȑıȠȣțĮ੿਩ȤȠȞĲȠȢĲ੽ȞʌĮĲȡȓįĮ਩ȜİȖȠȞ
ʌȡઁȢਥȝĮȣĲȩȞāĲȓȞ૨Ȟਲȝ૙Ȟ੒ǺĮıȓȜİȚȠȢįȡઽțĮ੿ʌȡઁȢĲȓȞĮȕȓȠȞ੮ȡȝȘțİȞ
ਛȡ¶ਥȞįȚțĮıĲȘȡȓȠȚȢıĲȡȑĳİĲĮȚĲȠઃȢʌĮȜĮȚȠઃȢ૧ȒĲȠȡĮȢȗȘȜ૵Ȟਲ਼૧ȒĲȠȡĮȢ
İ੝įĮȚȝȩȞȦȞʌĮĲȑȡȦȞਕʌİȡȖȐȗİĲĮȚʌĮ૙įĮȢ੪Ȣį੻ਸțȩȞĲȚȞİȢਕʌĮȖȖȑȜȜȠȞĲİȢ
ਕȝİȓȞȦıİʌȠȜȜ૶ĲȠȣĲȦȞ੿Ĳ૵Ȟ੒į૵ȞʌȠȡİȪİıșĮȚțĮ੿ıțȠʌİ૙Ȟ੖ʌȦȢਗȞ
ȖȑȞȠȚȠ șİ૶ȝ઼ȜȜȠȞĳȓȜȠȢ ਲ਼ıȣȜȜȑȟİȚȢ ȤȡȣıȓȠȞ İ੝įĮȚȝȩȞȚıĮıȑ Ĳİ țĮ੿
ȀĮʌʌĮįȩțĮȢı੻ȝ੻Ȟ ĲȠȚȠ૨ĲȠȞȕȠȣȜȩȝİȞȠȞ İੇȞĮȚ ਥțİȓȞȠȣȢ į੻ ĲȠȚȠ૨ĲȠȞ
įȣȞĮȝȑȞȠȣȢįİȚțȞȪȞĮȚʌȠȜȓĲȘȞ
(Letter 2, Libanius to Basil)
In his youth, then, Basil got exactly the kind of rhetorical training that Libanius 
had enjoyed himself as a student and subsequently provided to students as a 
teacher. Whilst Libanius therefore expected Basil to make a successful career 
as an advocate or a professor of rhetoric, the latter deliberately opted for a very 
different kind of life, trying to be more pleasing to God. Basil and Libanius thus 
become exempla of different kinds of lives. On the one hand, they have different 
professions: whereas Libanius was a sophist (ıȠĳȚıĲ੾Ȣ, Letters 5 and 14),33 Basil 
became a bishop (ਥʌ઀ıțȠʌȠȢ, Letter 13). On the other hand, they are guided by 
different values: whereas a career as an advocate promises wealth and fame,34 
Basil is praised for his justice and sobriety.35 Basil, in other words, converted from 
a secular to a sacred life. I use the term ‘sacred’ in order to emphasise that the 
point is not that Basil converted to Christianity – even though baptised only in 
357 or 358),36 he was, in fact, already a Christian – but that he chose to dedicate 
his life no longer to rhetoric and its worldly values, but to God and the Church 
instead. This conversion to a sacred of life is symbolised in his retreat from the 
political (Constantinople) and cultural (Athens) centres of the Empire to his 
native Cappadocia, a rather remote part of the Roman Empire, as is emphasised 
in Letters 15 and 16,37 but a central one in Christianity for being the birthplace 
of the Cappadocian fathers.
Direct characterisation in individual letters, then, presents Basil and Libanius as 
being similar in their rhetorical qualities but different in their choice of life: they 
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are exempla of a sacred Christian and a secular pagan life respectively. Indirect 
characterisation throughout the collection adds flesh to this skeleton.38 In partic-
ular, it makes clear that although Basil and Libanius are equally good at rhetoric, 
the value they attach to rhetoric and the place they accord it in their respective 
lives are very different. Their respective reactions to the praise they receive from 
one another are illuminating in this respect. The most explicit praise Libanius 
gets from Basil occurs in Letter 19, where, upon reading Libanius’ declamation 
On the chattering wife,39 Basil admires it exceedingly and exclaims: ‘O Muses, O 
Eloquence, O Athens!’ Libanius’ reaction to this appraisal in Letter 20 is telling:
Now I know that I am what I am called. For since Basil has praised me, I 
hold the prize of victory over all!40 And now that I have received your vote 
it is permitted me to walk with swaggering gait, like a braggart who looks 
with contempt upon all.’
This reaction shows two things. First, it shows that Libanius holds Basil’s opin-
ion in the highest esteem: whereas other people had apparently already called 
Libanius the best orator, Basil’s judgement is apparently the one in which Liba-
nius trusts most. Secondly, Libanius’ reaction reveals how much importance he 
attaches to praise for his rhetoric: not only will Basil’s praise change his behav-
iour in society – in that he shall henceforth, he jokingly says, walk around full 
of pride41 – it is also only thanks to Basil’s praise that Libanius knows that he is 
what he is being called, namely the best orator. For Libanius, praise for his oratory 
is, in other words, essential in the strongest possible sense of that word: Libanius’ 
self-image stands or falls with Basil’s praise for his rhetorical qualities.42
Very different is Basil’s reaction to Libanius’ exclamation, quoted above, that 
Basil has defeated him in beauty of epistolary style (Letter 4). Basil’s response in 
Letter 5 is twofold. On the one hand, far from revelling in the appraisal, Basil 
explicitly unmasks Libanius’ rhetoric by pointing out that such an exclamation 
is typical for sophists, who make small things big and big things small:43 rather 
than buying into Libanius’ rhetoric, Basil thus takes a step back, questions it criti-
cally and spells out its emptiness. On the other hand, Basil confesses that he has 
turned away from the rhetoric he learned from Libanius a long time ago, and 
instead now associates with Moses and Elias, ‘in meaning true, though in style 
unlearned’ (ȞȠ૨Ȟȝ੻ȞਕȜȘșોȜȑȟȚȞį੻ਕȝĮșો Letter 5). Libanius, in his response, 
allows Basil to stick to his new books, yet insists that ‘of that which has always 
been ours and was formerly yours the roots not only remain but will remain as 
long as you live, and no lapse of time could ever excise them, not even if you 
should almost wholly neglect to water them’.44 Whatever he does, then, Basil 
shall never lose his outstanding rhetorical abilities. This stands in strong contrast 
to Libanius’ description of his own need for practice: in Letter 9, he admits that 
whereas Basil is fluent notwithstanding the fact that he does not exercise himself 
at rhetoric, he himself could not speak if he did not exercise on a daily basis.45
Taken together, then, the point made in these letters is not so much about 
Basil’s rhetorical superiority, but about the value of rhetoric and the place of 
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rhetoric in one’s life.46 Libanius fully believes in, and dedicates his whole life to, 
rhetoric. In Basil’s ‘sacred’ life, rhetoric can still have a place; but as he unmasks 
its emptiness, he no longer considers it the primary aim or a very important 
aspect of life. The very art on which Libanius’ life and esteem hinge is, in other 
words, merely one of Basil’s many assets, and one that he esteems of inferior 
value at that.
The resulting hierarchical relation,47 whereby Basil is not only Libanius’ equal 
in rhetoric but also surpasses him in more important respects, becomes especially 
clear in Letters 7 and 8. In Letter 7, Libanius reproaches Basil for not writing to 
him. The cause, he supposes, is that Basil is angry with him. In order to con-
vince Basil to resume his correspondence, Libanius tries to turn against Basil the 
famous biblical verse from Ephesians 4:26: ‘Let not the sun go down upon your 
wrath.’48 In the ensuing Letter 8, Basil compares Libanius’ letter with a thorny 
rose, but ends by saying that he appreciates both the flower and the thorns, as 
the thorns make him only long more for Libanius’ friendship. So whilst Libanius 
had tried to hit Basil below the belt by turning his own, biblical teachings against 
him, Basil responds with a beautiful, almost poetic metaphor – the very kind 
of metaphor he could have learned with a teacher of rhetoric such as Libanius. 
The juxtaposition of these letters shows the superiority of Basil over Libanius in 
two respects. First, it becomes clear that it is not Basil but Libanius who cannot 
control his anger, for whereas anger makes Libanius write a letter of reproach to 
Basil, the latter responds in a very polite way. Secondly, the juxtaposition of Let-
ters 7 and 8 shows that whereas Basil lives up to both his own Christian and Liba-
nius’ rhetorical teachings, Libanius fails to meet the criteria of either: whereas 
Libanius verges on being impolite by ending his letter on a double imperative 
to its recipient,49 Basil not only uses a rhetorical metaphor, but also turns his 
other cheek to Libanius by stating that the thorns of Libanius’ letter only made 
him long more for his friendship – an implicit reference to the famous passage 
from Matthew 5:39 in response to Libanius’ allusion to Ephesians. By the jux-
taposition of Letters 7 and 8, then, the forger implicitly but clearly undermines 
Libanius’ authority by having the intradiegetical facts,50 which the reader can 
see for himself, contradict him: whereas Libanius reproaches Basil for being irri-
table, Basil is, in fact, seen to be polite and consistent, whereas Libanius himself 
appears to be rather irritable. By enabling as well as inviting the reader to draw 
this conclusion for himself on the basis of the facts he can see, the forger evokes 
the reader’s sympathy for Basil, and antipathy for Libanius.
Reading the Forgery
Almost all scholars who have written on the epistolary exchange between Liba-
nius and Basil quote a sentence from Zacharias Scholasticus’ Life of Severus, writ-
ten in the early sixth century, where Zacharias tells the reader that Severus (ca. 
465–538) praised the correspondence between Basil and Libanius, and especially 
Libanius’ acknowledgement that Basil has defeated him. The aim of scholars in 
quoting this sentence is twofold. On the one hand, as stated in earlier, the Life 
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of Severus provides a secure terminus ante quem for our forgery.51 On the other 
hand, this sentence shores up the scholarly view that the point of the forgery is 
to posit Basil as the better rhetorician.
Yet if we expand our scope to include the context in which this sentence 
occurs, the Life of Severus offers, moreover, a unique chance to catch a glimpse 
of how our forgery was received in Late Antiquity, and what effect it generated. 
The sentence comes relatively early in the Life, at the point where Zacharias is 
telling how he met Severus when they both studied rhetoric with Sopater in 
Alexandria. At that point in time, as Zacharias tells us, Severus was completely 
fascinated with classical rhetoric, and had no eyes for anything but rhetoric. 
Then comes the passage in which the sentence occurs:
We were worried at the time that such a sharp intelligence had not yet been 
held worthy of holy baptism, so we advised Severos to set the Discourses 
of Basil and Gregory, the renowned bishops, against those of the sophist 
Libanios whom he admired, along with the rhetoricians of old. Through 
the rhetorical art that he so loved he might in this way arrive at the views 
and philosophy of these two men. Having once tasted of writings such as 
these, he was completely won over: very soon he was praising openly Basil’s 
letters to Libanios, and Libanios’ reply to them where he acknowledges that 
he has been vanquished by Basil, according victory to the letters of the latter. 
As a result, from that moment on, he submerged himself in the images and 
thoughts of the famous Basil. My fellow student Menas, who was admired 
by everyone for his poetry, was led to say – prophetically, as it turned out – 
that Severos would shine out among bishops just like the holy John who 
had been entrusted with the helm of the holy Church of Constantinople.
(Zacharias Scholasticus, Life of Severus 11 
Kugener; transl. Brock and Fitzgerald 2013, 36–7)
As we learn from this passage, written in the early sixth century, men who would 
become famous Christian bishops later in life tended to study rhetoric in their 
youth, just like Basil had done some 150 years earlier. Amongst the rhetoricians 
they would study, Libanius was likely to occupy pride of place.52 Given their 
fascination and exclusive dedication to classical rhetoric, these young men needed – 
at least from a Christian point of view – to be turned away from rhetoric, 
towards Christian doctrine and philosophy, as Zacharias’ motivations for his 
reading suggestions make clear (‘Through the rhetorical art that he so loved he 
might in this way arrive at the views and philosophy of these two men’).53 In this 
process, the epistolary exchange between Basil and Libanius could function as 
a powerful catalyst. Indeed, from the very moment he has read these letters, and as 
a result of doing so, Severus starts reading Christian authors, and in doing so he 
sows the seeds of his conversion to a sacred and, in his case as well as in Basil’s, 
clerical life, as Menas’ comments make clear. Rather than just praising Basil’s 
rhetoric, then, the forged epistolary exchange between Basil and Libanius could 
function, in Late Antiquity, as a protreptic to conversion from a life dedicated to 
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rhetoric and worldly values to a sacred life in which rhetoric could have a place, 
yet would be subordinate to higher values.
How could the forgery fulfil this protreptic function? As we have seen in 
above, the letters evoke the reader’s sympathy for Basil. Given this sympathy, Basil 
could become an exemplum for the reader to follow: just like Basil, who con-
verted from a secular life dedicated to rhetoric to a sacred life in which rhetoric 
was of lesser importance, the reader, who may be enthusiastic about rhetoric at 
the moment, can learn to see, through Basil’s reactions to Libanius’ praise, the 
hollowness of rhetoric, and choose to live a more sacred life instead, as happened 
to Severus. If he chooses to live a sacred life, the reader will not have to give up 
rhetoric completely, but will have to give it a new place and evaluation. In so 
far as Basil’s letters are instrumental in bringing about the reader’s conversion, 
moreover, Basil is not just an exemplum, but becomes as it were an antitype for 
Moses and Elias: just like Basil’s own conversion is intimately linked, in Letter 5, 
with his reading about Moses and Elias, so the reader’s conversion, like Severus’, 
may be brought about by reading about Basil. Far from being the final message 
of the forgery, then, Basil’s excellence in rhetoric is used as a linchpin to turn 
people from pagan rhetoric over de-paganised and de facto Christian rhetoric 
to Christian doctrine and a sacred life.
Conclusion
What, then, can we learn about the relation of education and religion in Late 
Antiquity from the forged epistolary exchange between Basil and Libanius and 
its reception in Zacharias’ Life of Severus? First of all, these texts overwhelmingly 
testify to the huge popularity which rhetoric in general, and Libanius in particu-
lar, enjoyed as part of the educational curriculum of pagans and Christians alike 
well into at least the early sixth century: intradiegetically, we see the young Basil 
in the forgery and the young Severus in the Life passionately engaged in reading 
Libanius’ rhetoric; extradiegetically, we have a fifth-century Christian who is 
so well read in the letters of Libanius (amongst others) that he can compose a 
forgery that will not be exposed until some 1,300 years later.
Secondly, the forgery e contrario shows that rhetoric often continued to be 
perceived as being pagan in character: although many Christians, including 
Basil, had long adopted rhetoric and denied an exclusive connection between 
Ƞੂ ȜંȖȠȚ and Ĳ੹ ੂİȡ੺, between rhetoric and paganism, the fact that the forger 
found it necessary to de-paganise rhetoric, and make the point too that Christian 
orators could equal or even surpass their pagan counterparts, proves that many 
still considered rhetoric to be pagan, or thought that the best rhetorical models 
were pagans.
In order to counter this continuing attraction of the pagan word, the forg-
ery and the Life of Severus show, last but not least, that what is necessary is the 
Christian word: Basil converts from a secular to a sacred life thanks to reading 
about Moses and Elias; Severus does the same after reading Basil’s letters; and the 
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reader is invited to follow their examples whilst reading the forged epistolary 
exchange between Basil and Libanius. This forgery, so we can conclude, was 
one fifth-century Christian’s reaction to the challenge of recruiting elite men, 
many of whom would have enjoyed a rhetorical education in their youth, for 
Christianity and the Church.
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scripts of Basil, and letter 7 in Paris. Gr. 1760 of Libanius.
 3 Cf. Foerster 1927, 213–30.
 4 Cf. Nesselrath 2010, 347.
 5 For the popularity of letters as an object of forgeries, see Ehrman 2013, 82–3.
 6 Like the reused verses in a cento, letters acquire additional meanings in the context of 
their publication as part of a collection. If, however, the 21 letters were conceived together 
as one forgery, ‘there is no question of collection changing the nature of the items col-
lected, or the possible responses to them, for collection, and the collective impression of 
the whole set, is part of the plan from the outset’. Trapp 2006, 343.
 7 Both Foerster and Nesselrath spend about a paragraph discussing the aims of the 
forger. Foerster (1927, 205) writes as follows: ‘Ne consilium quidem, quo haec epistu-
larum mutuarum sylloga (1–21) ficta est, latet. Auctor eius . . . ut eloquentiam chris-
tianam Basilii ab ethnica Libanii, si radices quaerantur, non diversam, sed parem, quin 
etiam superiorem esse ostenderet, non solum artam inter utrumque virum litterarum 
communionem amicitiamque fuisse, sed etiam a Libanio ipso palmam facundiae Basilio 
concessam esse fixit.’ Nesselrath (2010, 351) is largely in agreement when stating the 
following: ‘Ma se questo carteggio è un falso, perché fu scritto? . . . In primo luogo 
questo carteggio dovrebbe documentare un legame stretto fra i due autori protagonisti 
della cultura loro contemporanea; dalle lettere emerge ripetutamente l’alta considera-
zione che ciascuno di loro aveva della formazione culturale dell’altro. Nello stesso 
tempo, però, – e questo è il clou – ci si occupa abilmente del fatto che Basilio risulti 
generalmente un po’ superiore, e sopratutto che Libanio riconosca ciò esplicitamente. 
Lo scopo del carteggio consiste quindi in questo, che il più grande rappresentante della 
retorica e della cultura greca tradizionale, non cristiana, riconosca formalmente, senza 
se e ma, la superiorità della nuova Weltanschauung rappresentata da Basilio.’ Basil’s supe-
riority is mirrored in the titles which the collection has in some manuscripts, which 
invariably present Basil as more honourable than Libanius (ĲȠ૨ ȝİȖ੺ȜȠȣțĮ੿ıȠĳȠ૨vs.
ĲȠ૨ıȠĳȚıĲȠ૨ĲȠ૨ȝİȖ੺ȜȠȣ vs. no epithet). Cf. Foerster 1922, 572, critical apparatus. 
For the various motives at play in early Christian forgeries, see Ehrman 2013, 98–105: 
authorisation (pp. 98–9) and supplementing the tradition (pp. 104–5) are indeed key 
motives.
 8 As stated by Hodkinson (2007, 286): ‘For a study of letters as literature, the question of 
authenticity is not so important (although it would help us to date some letters precisely): 
far more important is to recognize that many later authors either treat such collections as 
genuine or do not consider the question of authenticity.’
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 9 Pace Pouchet (1992, 154), who states that ‘nous nous garderons de traiter ces vingt-cinq 
lettres en cause comme un bloc infrangible, comme si ce “bloc” avait été ainsi consti-
tué depuis les origines, ce qui n’est pas du tout vraisemblable lorsque l’on considère la 
tradition basilienne de ces lettres’. His ensuing remarks about this Basilean manuscript 
tradition are based on Bessières’ 1923 study of Basilean manuscripts. In his 1927 edition 
of Libanius’ letters, however, Foerster clearly demonstrated the coherence of the original 
forgery of 21 letters in the Basilean as well as the Libanian tradition. Cf. above, n. 2.
10 For discussion of the terminology, see Ehrman 2013, 30.
11 Cf. Foerster 1927, 203–5.
12 A complete survey of parallels linking the epistolary exchange between Basil and Liban-
ius with other fourth-century letters can be found in Foerster 1927, 199–203, on which 
this paragraph draws heavily. For various techniques used in processes of falsification, see 
Ehrman 2013, 121–3.
13 In Letter 11, for example, Libanius is made to say that he and Basil often visited Strategius 
(for a different reading of the text, see Deferrari 1934, vol. 4, 310, n. 2), and that there 
he asked Basil for lessons about Homer. Strategius is indeed frequently mentioned and 
addressed in Libanius’ letter collection (cf. Bradbury 2004, 257–8), including in a letter 
where Libanius tells his best friend Aristaenetus how, together with their mutual friend 
Clematius, he visited Strategius who recited a bit of Homer (Letter 430.10). For verisi-
militude as a technique of forgery, see Ehrman 2013, 122–3.
14 In itself, the identical but fairly regular opening words (Ƞ੝ʌĮ઄ıૉ) of Libanius, Letter 590 
and the forged Letter 15 might well be a mere coincidence; but the fact that two shortly fol-
lowing letters – Libanius, Letters 592 and the forged Letter 16 – also start with an identical, 
and in this case less current, formula (Ȝ੼ȜȣĲĮ઀ıȠȚĲઁį઄ıșȣȝȠȞ) may suggest an intertextual 
allusion in the case of Libanius, Letter 590 and the forged Letter 15 too. In the case of these 
two letters in particular, it is interesting that the formula is transposed from a letter which 
Libanius addressed to the (actively) pagan priest Bacchius to the Christian bishop Basil.
15 Gregory Nazianzen published not only a collection of his own letters, but also of Basil’s. 
Cf. Trapp 2003, 19–20. In Gregory’s collection, letter 236 is addressed to Libanius ‘the 
sophist’; yet apart from the fact that the epithet may have been added at a later date, PLRE 
I 1971, 507 lists at least two persons called Libanius who busied themselves with rhetoric: 
besides Libanius of Antioch, there was also at least one Galatian rhetor called Libanius, to 
whom Gregory’s letter may equally well have been addressed.
16 For a discussion of falsifications, see Ehrman 2013, 61–7.
17 On the basis of these links with the three Cappadocian fathers, Pouchet (1992, 168–9) 
concludes that ‘la confection de ces cahiers n’a pu se faire, du moins pour la série initiale, 
que dans le milieu cappadocien le plus proche et de Basile et de Grégoire (sc. de Nysse)’. 
Genesis in a Cappadocian milieu is definitely possible, yet not necessary, especially given 
the popularity of the Cappadocian fathers in the fifth century. Cf. also Cassin 2012, 131.
18 Again, however, the identity of this addressee is unclear. In her introduction to Letter 13 
(but not in her general introduction or in the introduction to Letter 14), Silvas (2007, 152) 
is quite cautious: ‘This letter is written to an illustrious sophist who is not a Christian. 
F identifies him as Libanius, the famous master of rhetorical studies at Antioch, though 
no letter of Libanius to Gregory of Nyssa appears in the Libanian corpus.’ Given that 
Gregory met Libanius in Antioch in 378–79 (cf. Maraval 1990, 194, n. 1 and Silvas 2007, 
25 and 42), both men may well have corresponded, and the absence of letters to Gregory 
in Libanius’ letter collection may be due to a deliberate choice on Libanius’ part when 
editing his letters for publication as a collection (for Libanius’ editing of his collection, see 
n. 21 and Van Hoof, forthcoming). As a result, this absence cannot be used as a decisive 
argument against the possibility that Gregory wrote to Libanius. Yet, on the other hand, it 
is striking that only the thirteenth-century codex Laurentianus Mediceus plut. LXXXVI 
(F) identifies the sophist addressed by Gregory as Libanius of Antioch.
19 It is possible that the other letter addressed by Gregory to Libanius (Gregory of Nyssa, 
Letter 14.2–4) may have provided inspiration for the forger concerning Libanius’ account 
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of his receipt and public dissemination of a letter from Basil (Letter 4.2–4) – although 
it must be said that comments on the receipt of letters are a commonplace in ancient 
epistolography. Cf. Trapp 2003, 36.
20 Cf. Maraval 1990, 194 and Silvas 2007, 25, 42, 152 and 155; but see n. 18.
21 I see two other possible clues. First, there are two letters which Libanius addressed 
to a certain Basil, though probably not Basil the Great (cf. Foerster 1927, 197–9). 
Yet the fact that these two letters – which now go under numbers 24 (Libanius, 
Letter 501) and 25 (Libanius, Letter 647) of the epistolary exchange – were added 
to the original forgery only later, and only in a few manuscripts, pleads against 
their role as a source of inspiration for our forger. Better candidates for this role 
are therefore the two letters which Libanius addressed to the bishops Amphilochius 
and Optimus, which Foerster (1927, 188–91) holds to be genuine and which he 
locates at the end of the collection as numbers 1543 and 1544. In the manuscript 
tradition, however, these letters were not transmitted together with Libanius’ let-
ter collection – a clear indication for the fact that Libanius never intended these 
two letters to form part of his collection. Instead, they were transmitted separately 
(albeit sometimes in combination with the genuine letter 1214) and attached, 
mostly, to letters of Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory of Nyssa or, in three cases, 
the epistolary exchange between Libanius and Basil. If Foerster is right and these 
letters are genuine (as suggested also by Fatouros and Krischer 1980, 467–77), then 
they were probably found amongst the papers of Amphilochius and Optimus, and 
may have provided inspiration to our forger. Another possibility, however, is that 
they, too, were forged, in order to create links between famous fourth-century 
Christians on the one hand and the greatest contemporary rhetorician on the 
other.
22 Although Letter 2 does not state explicitly that Basil studied with Libanius, it strongly sug-
gests as much not only through the stance of the elderly Libanius remembering how, a 
long time ago, he observed Basil’s sobriety and eloquence (Letter 2.1–2), but also through 
his active personal interest in Basil’s career after his education (Ĳ઀Ȟ૨Ȟਲȝ૙Ȟ੒ǺĮı઀ȜİȚȠȢ
įȡઽțĮ੿piȡઁȢĲ઀ȞĮȕ઀ȠȞ੮ȡȝȘțİȞLetter 2.3) and through Basil’s reference to what he has 
learned from Libanius (İੁȖ੺ȡĲȚțĮ੿਷ȝİȞʌĮȡૅਫ਼ȝ૵ȞįȚįĮȤș੼ȞĲİȢ, Letter 5.5). As for the 
location where Basil would have studied with Libanius, Letter 2 speaks about ‘the famous 
city which teemed with pleasures’ (ਥȞਥțİȓȞૉĲૌʌȩȜİȚĲૌĲĮ૙ȢਲįȠȞĮ૙ȢȕȡȣȠȪıૉ, transl. 
Deferrari 1934, vol. 4, 289) – in all probability a reference to the new capital Constan-
tinople. See also Maraval 1990, 198, n. 2 and 2006, 109, n. 3. Nesselrath (2009, 13), fol-
lowing Petit (1957, 118 and 124–9), suggests that Basil and Libanius met in Nicomedia; 
yet whereas Libanius (340/41–42/3 and 348/9–53/4) and Basil (348 or 349) were both 
in Constantinople in 348/9, a stay in Nicomedia is attested for Libanius (ca. 344 to 349) 
but not for Basil. For a chronology of the life of Basil, see Fedwick 1981, 5–19, esp. 5–6; 
of Libanius, see Wintjes 2005, esp. 81–97.
23 The same or another forger also composed a letter addressed by Libanius to John Chryso-
stom, and, if not genuine, letters addressed by Libanius to the bishops Amphilochius and 
Optimus. On the letter to John, see Foerster 1927, 194–7; on the letters to Amphilochius 
and Optimus, see n. 21.
24 Another possibility, of course, is that Socrates, Gregory and/or the forger of the epistolary 
exchange between Basil and Libanius are based on a now unknown source; yet in any 
case, the tradition about Basil studying with Libanius must have been circulating by 439.
25 Cf. Maraval 2006, vol. 2, 109, n. 3.
26  On Socrates’ methodology, see Van Nuffelen 2004, 223–42. This makes it unlikely that 
the letters discussed were forged in order to provide documentation for Socrates’ state-
ments – as was the case for several other late antique forgeries. Cf. Ehrman 2013, 104–5.
27 According to Speyer (1971, 105), the fact that the epistolary exchange between Basil and 
Libanius is an early forgery explains why it was so hard and took so long to discover it. 
As Ehrman (2013, 82–3) notes, some famous letter-writers were already the subject of 
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forgeries during their own lifetime. Yet there are no arguments whatsoever that would 
suggest that this was the case with Basil or Libanius.
28 As all these examples illustrate, Libanius, no less than the Church fathers, had a very rich 
Nachleben. On the reception of Libanius, see Nesselrath 2012, 118–35 and Nesselrath and 
Van Hoof 2014.
29 It should be noted, however, that Libanius’ appraisal of Basil may be less unique or impres-
sive than it may seem at first sight, as admissions of, and joy at, rhetorical defeats are a 
topos in Libanius’ letters. See e.g. Libanius, Letter 1236. Also, in Letter 20, Libanius will 
claim victory for himself. On the tension between letters 4 and 20, see below, p. XXX.
30 Basil praised in comparison to others: Letters 6 (refutation of Basil’s denial of his 
victory); 9 (Basil needs no training whereas Libanius does); 13 (Basil surpasses other 
bishops in eloquence); 18 (Basil so excellent at rhetoric that Libanius fears that his 
declamation will not be good enough for him). Basil’s rhetorical skills praised in 
absolute terms: Letters 2 (Basil already showed great rhetorical skill at a young age); 7 
(‘your all-golden tongue’, ĲોȢʌĮȖȤȡ઄ıȠȣıȠȣȖȜઆĲĲȘȢ); 21 (praise for Basil’s sermon 
‘Against Drunkenness’).
31 Basil praises Libanius for his ȜંȖȠȚ (‘eloquence’, 19);ȜંȖȦȞțĮ੿ʌĮȚįİ઄ıİȦȢ(‘eloquence 
and learning’, 1);ıȠȣĲ੽ȞਥȞĲȠ૙ȢȜંȖȠȚȢਕȡİĲ੾Ȟ(‘excellence in eloquence’, 17); ĲોȢ
ıĮȣĲȠ૨įંȟȘȢ਴Ȟ਩ȤİȚȢਥȞĲȠ૙ȢȜંȖȠȚȢ(‘reputation in eloquence’, 3); and characterises 
him as a ıȠĳȚıĲ੾Ȣ (‘a sophist’, 5, 14) and ĲોȢਕıț੾ıİȦȢįȚįĮıț੺Ȝ૳(‘a master of train-
ing’, 1). Libanius thus appears as an excellent and famous orator and teacher of rhetoric. 
Thanks in part to the huge popularity which the epistolary exchange between Basil and 
Libanius enjoyed from the fifth to at least the eighteenth century, this is a familiar image 
of Libanius, which has recently been put in the spotlight again by Cribiore 2007b. Yet 
it is definitely not the only possible image of Libanius: Libanius himself – for example, 
in his Autobiography and other speeches – takes pride in his political activity in the face 
of various emperors and governors; and Eunapius, who is otherwise not always very 
positively disposed towards Libanius, confirms that Libanius ‘had also a talent for admin-
istering public affairs’ (ੂțĮȞઁȢį੻਷ȞțĮ੿ʌȠȜȚĲȚțȠ૙Ȣ੒ȝȚȜોıĮȚʌȡ੺ȖȝĮıȚ, Eunapius, VS 
496). Basil, however, limits himself to praising Libanius’ rhetorical qualities. This strict 
focus of Basil’s praise for Libanius is underlined in the very first letter, where Basil’s 
praise for Libanius’ ‘eloquence and learning’ is juxtaposed with his praise of another 
man as having ‘won a great reputation among us for uprightness of life (ȕ઀Ƞȣ) and civic 
power’. Basil thus minimises Libanius’ social impact and represents him instead as a 
teacher of rhetoric.
32 On this passage, see below, p. XXX.
33 For Basil’s characterisation and labelling of Libanius, see above, n. 31.
34 Wealth: Letters 2 and 14; fame: see below, p. XXX.
35 Justice: Letter 11; sobriety: Letters 2 and 12.
36 Cf. Fedwick 1981, 6.
37 Whilst Libanius, in Letter 15, speaks disparagingly of the rustic character of the Cappado-
cians, albeit in jest, Basil, in Letter 16, takes pride in exaggerating the caricature.
38 For the difference between direct characterisation, i.e. the explicit mentioning of char-
acter traits, and indirect characterisation, whereby the reader is invited to infer character 
traits from deeds or words displaying it, see Rimmon-Kenan 1983, 59–67.
39 The fact that Basil praises Libanius for a school declamation rather than for any public 
oration again confirms the characterisation of Libanius as a teacher of rhetoric. Cf. above, 
n. 31.
40 With this exclamation, Libanius contradicts his earlier admission of defeat at the hands of 
Basil, which the wording here clearly calls to mind (ȞİȞȚț੾ȝİșĮ±਩ȤȦĲ੹ȞȚțȘĲ੾ȡȚĮ).
41 Cf. already Basil’s address to Libanius as ‘you who make a parade (ਥȝʌȠȝʌİ઄ȠȞĲȚ) of your 
declamations’ in Letter 14.
42 It is telling, in this respect, that of the 20 instances in the letter collection where praise 
is explicitly mentioned, 17 occur in letters written by Libanius, against only three in 
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letters by Basil: praise is obviously an important issue for Libanius, but much less so for 
Basil.
43 Letter 5, Basil to Libanius: ȉȓȠ੝țਗȞİ੅ʌȠȚıȠĳȚıĲ੽ȢਕȞ੽ȡțĮ੿ıȠĳȚıĲ੽ȢĲȠȚȠ૨ĲȠȢમȖİ
੅įȚȠȞİੇȞĮȚĲોȢĲȑȤȞȘȢ੒ȝȠȜȠȖİ૙ĲĮȚțĮ੿Ĳ੹ȝİȖȐȜĮȝȚțȡ੹ʌȠȚİ૙Ȟ੖ĲİȕȠȪȜȠȚĲȠțĮ੿ĲȠ૙Ȣ
ȝȚțȡȠ૙ȢʌİȡȚĲȚșȑȞĮȚȝȑȖİșȠȢ (What would a sophist not say, and especially a sophist 
the peculiar quality of whose art is, as all men agree, the ability both to make great 
things small, whenever he so wishes, and to invest small things with greatness; I mean 
precisely the sort of ability that you have displayed in respect to us? [transl. Deferrari 
1934, vol. 4, 297]).
44 Letter 6.6, Libanius to Basil: ȕȚȕȜȓȦȞȝ੻ȞȠ੣ȞੰȞĳૈȢİੇȞĮȚȤİȓȡȦȝ੻ȞĲ੽ȞȜȑȟȚȞਕȝİȓȞȦ
į੻Ĳ੽ȞįȚȐȞȠȚĮȞ਩ȤȠȣțĮ੿Ƞ੝įİ੿ȢțȦȜȪıİȚāĲ૵Ȟį੻ਲȝİĲȑȡȦȞȝ੻Ȟਕİȓı૵Ȟį੻ʌȡȩĲİȡȠȞ
Įੂ૧ȓȗĮȚȝȑȞȠȣıȓĲİțĮ੿ȝİȞȠ૨ıȚȞਪȦȢਗȞઝȢțĮ੿Ƞ੝įİ੿ȢȝȒʌȠĲİĮ੝Ĳ੹ȢਥțĲȑȝૉȤȡȩȞȠȢ
Ƞ੝į¶ਗȞਸ਼țȚıĲĮਙȡįૉȢ(Nay, rather stick to your books, whose style you say is inferior, 
though their substance is superior, and there is no one to prevent you. But of that which 
has always been ours and was formerly yours the roots not only remain but will remain 
as long as you live, and no lapse of time could ever excise them, not even if you should 
almost wholly neglect to water them. [transl. Deferrari 1934, vol. 4, 303]).
45 Letter 9, Libanius to Basil: ǼੁĲĮ૨ĲĮȖȜȫĲĲȘȢਕȡȖȠĲȑȡĮȢĲȓȢਗȞİ੅ȘȢĮ੝Ĳ੽ȞਕțȠȞ૵Ȟ
ıȠ੿ȝ੻ȞȖ੹ȡਥȞĲ૶ıĲȩȝĮĲȚȜȩȖȦȞȠੁțȠ૨ıȚʌȘȖĮ੿țȡİȓııȠȣȢȞĮȝȐĲȦȞਥʌȚȡȡȠોȢāਲȝİ૙Ȣ
į੻İੁȝ੽țĮș¶ਲȝȑȡĮȞਕȡįȠȓȝİșĮȜİ઀ʌİĲĮȚĲઁıȚȖ઼Ȟ(If this your letter comes from a 
tongue that has grown lazy, what would you be should you whet it? For in your mouth 
indeed dwell fountains of words, more powerful than the onrush of streams; if we, on 
the other hand, be not watered daily, naught is left but silence. [transl. Deferrari 1934, 
vol. 4, 307]).
46 Basil’s Address to Young Men on Reading Greek Literature addresses the different issue of how 
Christians should read classical, i.e. non-Christian literature, and is addressed at a public 
studying with the grammaticus rather than the rhetor. Cf. Kaster 1988, 77–8.
47 That Libanius needs Basil more than the other way round is also clear from the fact that 
whereas Libanius, in Letter 7, had requested that Basil write to him, Basil, in Letter 10, 
leaves Libanius the choice whether to write or not.
48 Libanius’ reference to this passage from the Bible – ʌ૵ȢਙȜȜȠȚȢțȘȡȪĲĲȦȞȝ੽ȤȡોȞĮȚȝȑȤȡȚ
įȣıȝ૵ȞਲȜȓȠȣȜȪʌȘȞĳȣȜȐĲĲİȚȞĮ੝ĲઁȢਥȞʌȠȜȜȠ૙ȢਲȜȓȠȚȢਥĳȪȜĮȟĮȢ(how is it that you 
yourself, although you preach to others that they should not harbour their anger until the 
setting of the sun, have harboured yours for many suns?) – is one of the clearest indications 
that the letters are not genuine, as Libanius never alludes to the Bible.
49 Letter 7: ȖİȞȠ૨ʌȡઽȠȢțĮ੿įઁȢਕʌȠȜĮ૨ıĮȚĲોȢʌĮȖȤȡȪıȠȣıȠȣȖȜȫĲĲȘȢ(show yourself 
kindly, and permit me to enjoy your all-golden tongue).
50 Libanius is also made to contradict himself. In Letter 2, for example, he praises the Cappado-
cians, but in Letter 15 he disparages them. Or again, in Letter 2 Libanius congratulates Basil 
for not attaching importance to wealth, whilst in Letter 13 he reproaches him for being a 
grasping bishop – a fact that is, moreover, refuted by Basil’s generosity in Letter 14.
51 Zacharias wrote his Life of Severus around 512 in order to counter accusations that Severus 
would have taken part in pagan sacrifices. These accusations were vented in a pamphlet 
that was circulated in the wake of the depositions of the pro-Chalcedonian patriarchs 
Macedonius II of Constantinople (in 511) and Flavian II of Antioch (in 512), for which 
Severus, who was made to succeed Flavian, had supported the Emperor Anastasius. Cf. 
Brock and Fitzgerald 2013, 1–26. Other early references and allusions to the text are listed 
by Foerster 1927, 197 and nn. 1–2. Foerster (1927, 212) also points out that the first and 
last letter of the collection are used as examples illustrating the letter of praise, respectively 
the recommendation letter in one manuscript of Ps-Demetrius’ Epistolary Types.
52 In his biography of Libanius, written less than 10 years after the latter’s death, Eunapius 
states that Libanius’ works are widely in circulation (ʌȜİ૙ıĲ੺ Ȗİ Į੝ĲȠ૨ ʌİȡȚĳ੼ȡȠȣıȚ
ȕȚȕȜ઀Į Lives of the Philosophers and Sophists 496). Libanius, then, was a must-read, and, as 
such, was probably soon included in the educational curriculum in rhetorical schools all 
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over the Eastern empire. As Eunapius shows, the letters were often considered to be the 
best part of Libanius’ literary output: according to Eunapius, in his letters Libanius ‘rises 
to the level of the ancient models’ (ʌİȡ੿į੻ਥʌȚıĲȠȜ੹ȢțĮ੿ıȣȞȠȣı઀ĮȢਦĲ੼ȡĮȢੂțĮȞ૵Ȣਥʌ੿
ĲઁȞਕȡȤĮ૙ȠȞਕȞĮĳ੼ȡİȚțĮ੿įȚİȖİ઀ȡİĲĮȚĲ઄ʌȠȞLives of the Philosophers and Sophists 496). 
A clear indication for Libanius’ fame as a letter-writer is the pseudonymous ascription of 
an epistolary handbook entitled Epistolary Styles (ਫʌȚıĲȠȜȚȝĮ૙ȠȚȤĮȡĮțĲોȡİȢ), possibly 
as early as AD 410. Thus Malosse (2004, 44), indicating, however, that this dating is a 
conjecture.
53 The fact that the correspondence between Basil and Libanius presents a de-paganised 
interpretation of rhetoric may also have helped Zacharias to do away with accusations 
that Severus was a pagan in his youth – a point for which several other arguments are 
adduced in the Life of Severus.
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